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OPERATOR’S MANUAL 

Safety Depends on You 
Lincoln arc welding and cutting 
equipment is designed and built 
with safety in mind.  However,  
your overall safety can be 
increased by proper installation 
… and thoughtful operation on 
your part.  DO NOT INSTALL, 
OPERATE OR REPAIR THIS 
EQUIPMENT WITHOUT READ- 
ING THIS MANUAL, AND THE 
SAETY PRECAUTIONS CON-
TAINED THROUGHOUT.  And, 
most importantly, think before 
you act and be careful.   
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BASIC INFORMATION 
 
OVERVIEW 
 
The APEX 2100 Orbital Control System is a preci-
sion microprocessor-controller for use with the Gas 
Tungsten Arc Welding process (GTAW), also 
known as Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) Welding. 
 
The controller’s design provides precision control 
over a GTAW Orbital Welding process which has 
strict parameters that must be maintained to meet 
the requirements demanded of power plants, chem-
ical plants, refineries, pharmaceutical manufactur-
ers, wineries, breweries, etc. 
 
This control system is made up of several compo-
nents each providing a specific task to the overall 
system.  The principle components are: the control-
ler, pendant, weld head, welding power source, wa-
ter cooler, and a system cabinet. 
 
The controller houses: the power board, two motor 
control boards and a control board.  The power 
board is used to power all of the other boards in the 
system.  One of the motor control boards controls 
Rotation and Wire feed motors, and the other con-
trols the AVC and Oscillation motors.  The control 
board handles all communication from the operator 
/ welder, via the pendant assembly, and provides 
command and control parameters for the other 
boards and components of the system. 
 
The welding power source control functions are lim-
ited to a contract closure to enable the welding out-
put and an analog voltage value from 0 to 10VDC. 
 
The weld head automatically makes corrections to 
match the arc voltage set on the pendant, which 
keeps the arc length constant.   
 
The controller has an LCD display that gives a mir-
ror image of Pendant’s display. 
 
The pendant assembly is the primary user interface 
to the controller.  The pendant has Navigation but-
tons and Selection buttons to navigate the menus 
displayed on the pendant’s LCD screen, and an 
encoder used to adjust the values of all the parame-
ters necessary for proper control of the welding 
process.   
 
There are dedicated Control Buttons for Wire Feed, 
Travel Direction, and a Start / Stop button which 
begins or terminates the welding process. 

 
An Emergency Stop button is located on the top left 
hand side of the Pendant which will terminate all 
welding applications.   
 
 
ARC VOLTAGE CONTROL THEORY 
 
Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) Welding is an arc welding 
process that uses a tungsten electrode to produce 
the weld.   The weld area is protected from atmos-
pheric contamination by a shielding gas, usually an 
inert gas such as argon.  The constant current 
welding power supply produces energy which is 
conducted across the arc through a column of high-
ly ionized gas and metal vapors known as plasma.  
If the voltage is not kept constant, the heat (or pow-
er) into the piece being welded is not kept constant 
which results in inferior welds. 
 
To provide the high quality and consistency re-
quired of automatic TIG Welding, an Arc Voltage 
Control (AVC) system is required.  The AVC system 
in the APEX 2100 provides this required control. 
 
To initiate an arc without High Frequency, a lift arc 
process is used.  This enables reliable, automated 
non-High-Frequency (HF) arc starting on all metals.  
The AVC commands the torch to touch the work-
piece and preheat the tungsten.  Once the tungsten 
is heated, the AVC Control system breaks contact 
between the tungsten and the work-piece creating 
the arc.  This provides a smooth, consistent arc 
start, without tungsten inclusion. 
 
Many factors affect the voltage created from a weld-
ing arc.  They include: 
 

 tungsten to work distance  
 tungsten shape 
 welding current level 
 shielding gas changes 
 and others   

 
These variables are monitored by the AVC which 
checks the voltages at specific times and compares 
them to the input weld parameters.   The AVC ad-
justs the arc length or the tungsten to work dis-
tance, keeping the Voltage at the optimal level for a 
smooth and consistent weld.   
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CONTROL COMPONENTS 
 
APEX 2100 
The Apex 2100 consists of a control unit and pen-
dant.  The control unit contains electronic circuitry 
use solid state circuits which provide long, trouble 
free operation and is surrounded by a heavy gauge 
steel enclosure.  The control unit operates on 
115/230 VAC, 50/60 Hz commercial power, capable 
of drawing up to 5 amps peak current.  Input power 
is supplied by a Lincoln Power Wave S500. 
 

 
FIGURE 1 – CONTROL UNIT 

 
The controller contains 6 PCBs; the Power Module 
board, Control board, Monitor board, Rotation & 
Wire board, AVC & Oscillator board, and LCD 
board which is mounted on the front panel. 
 
The Control Unit section has three connectors on 
the front of the unit for the Pendant Assembly, the 
Power Source, and the Weld Head.  There is a 
power switch on the front panel that lights up when 
power is on, a USB port, and a fuse holder mounted 
at the rear of the controller for input power protec-
tion, as well as five fuses on the front panel to pro-
tect the motors (see Figure 1 - Control Unit). 
 
The Monitor / Sensor section on the bottom of the 
control assembly houses the gas, water and moni-
tors valid arc signals, relaying these signals to the 
controller.  The gas and water sensors are used to 

monitor flow and set alarms or even terminate the 
welding process if the flow is out of an acceptable 
flow range.   
 
PENDANT ASSEMBLY 
The pendant assembly is the primary user interface.  
All parameters and features of the controller are 
entered or selected from this pendant.   
 
To make changes in parameters or enable or disa-
ble features of the control system, the operator us-
es Navigation buttons, Selection buttons, and an 
Encoder to cycle through the different controller 
menus to set up for individual welds.  The menus 
are shown on the LCD Display.   
   
A Start / Stop button and an Emergency Stop but-
ton are incorporated to initiate or terminate the 
welding process.  
 
CABINET ASSEMBLY 
The cabinet assembly is a broad term used to de-
scribe the housing for the power source, water 
cooler, and the control unit.   
 
WELDING POWER SOURCE 
The welding power source used in this system is a 
Power Wave S500, K2904-1. 
 
WATER COOLER 
The water cooler is a Cool Arc 55, K3086-1. 
 
WELD HEAD ASSEMBLY 
The weld head used with this system is a T55 Helix, 
K52002-1.   
 
At the time of this publication the T55 is our stand-
ard weld head. 
 
PROCESS TIME LINE 
The Orbital welding process is complicated with 
many items starting and stopping at different times 
throughout the welding cycle.  To help eliminate any 
confusion, a timeline (see Figure 2 – Orbital Pro-
cess Timeline)  was developed to assist in the un-
derstanding of this system and its processes.   
 
 

Emergency  
Stop 
 
 
AVC Fuse 
 
WF1 Fuse 
 
WF2 Fuse 

LCD Display 
 
 

On/Off 
 
 

Arc Light  
Indicator 

 
Oscillation Fuse 

 
Travel Fuse 
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FIGURE 2 – ORBITAL PROCESS TIMELINE 
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OSCILLATOR DESCRIPTION 
 
The Oscillator provides several benefits for welding 
in deep groove applications and cover passes.  The 
oscillator’s primary benefit is to provide consistent 
and reliable arc placement preventing heat from 
being concentrated in one location.  In addition, 
weld bead and weld contouring are easily imple-
mented using the oscillation feature.   
 
There are five parameters required to setup and 
control the oscillator: Oscillator Center, Oscillation 
Width, In Dwell, Out Dwell, and Excursion Speed. 
 
 
OSCILLATOR WIDTH 
Oscillation Width is how wide the torch travels while 
oscillating.  The controller provides an Oscillator 
Width of 1 inch.   
 
It is not possible to set a width greater than the con-
troller allows (1 inch) or greater than the distance 
from Center to one of the physical limits. The mini-
mum oscillator width is .015 inch. 
 

OSCILLATOR CENTER 
The Oscillator Center is a variable value which al-
lows the operator to set the center point of oscilla-
tion.  When Oscillation is off, Oscillator Center acts 
as steering allowing the operator to guide the torch 
to a precise position.   
 
 
CENTER/ WIDTH INTERACTION 
Center and Width have a direct effect on each oth-
er.  In Figure 3 there are three examples of how  
Center and Width effect each other.  The first image 
shows that with 1 inch width of Oscillation the Cen-
ter Position must be set at 0.  The second image 
shows that with a width of 0.8 of Oscillation the 
Center point can vary between 0.1 to -0.1.  The final 
image shows that with a width of 0.4 Oscillation 
center can be anywhere from 0.3 to -0.3.   
 
The larger the width the smaller possible area for 
the center position; likewise the closer the Center 
position gets to one of the physical limits the small-
er the Width.   
 
 
 

FIGURE 3 – CENTER/WIDTH INTERACTION 
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Care should be taken to ensure 
Width adjustment is not set greater 
than the actual weld joint opening to 
prevent torch and other damage.   
 

 
IN & OUT DWELL 
The primary purpose of In and Out Dwell is to allow 
proper heat into the sidewalls of the weld joint.   
 
The Dwell adjustment controls the time at each end 
of the oscillation width.  The In Dwell controls the 
time of the Dwell at the limit near (or toward) the 
weld head, whereas the Out Dwell controls the op-
posite limit.  This adjustment is in seconds and can 
range from 0 (no time spent on Dwell) to 99.9 se-
conds. 
 
EXCURSION SPEED 
Excursion speed, which offers greater control over 
the bead shape and heat input into the base mate-
rial, is the transition speed from one side of oscilla-
tion to the other.  Excursion Speed is measured in 
seconds from 0.1 to 4.   
 
 
TAPER 
Taper allows the operator to gradually increase the 
Oscillation Width from the Center position to the 
desired Oscillation Width during upslope.  Likewise, 
during downslope, where the most noticeable 
change in the width appearance occurs, the Taper 
function reduces the oscillation width over the 
downslope time to reduce the weld bead at the end 
of the cycle (see Figure 4 – Taper Function). The 
taper function is automatically implemented on each 
upslope and downslope of the weld cycle.   
 

 
FIGURE 4 – TAPER FUNCTION 

 
Like amperage downslope, the major benefit to the 
arc and the weld joint is to prevent thermal shock to 
the base material by reducing the amperage from a 
high amperage, to a lower final amperage at the 
end of the downslope time.   
 
WELD AMPERAGE MODES 
There are two weld amperage modes, Straight Am-
perage and Amperage Pulsing. 

STRAIGHT AMPERAGE 
The orbital controller can provide a straight DC out-
put amperage to the torch, no pulsing at all.  The 
Primary Amperage is the only amperage value to 
adjust, with the exception of Starting Amperage and 
Final Amperage.   
 
In this mode, the controller will command a steady 
amperage throughout the welding cycle.   
 
AMPERAGE PULSING 
The orbital controller can provide a pulsed amper-
age weld output in two methods, Independent Pulse 
and Sync to Oscillation. 
 
Independent pulse 
Independent Pulse creates a pulsed amperage out-
put made up of four variables, Primary Amps, 
Background Amps, Primary Width and (PPS) Puls-
es per Second (see Figure 5 – Independent Pulse 
Waveform). 
 

 
FIGURE 5 – INDEPENDENT PULSE 

WAVEFORM 

 
Primary  Amps - sets the amperage level 
at the top or at the peak of the pulse.   
 
Background Amps –sets the amperage 
level at the bottom of the pulse.   
 
Primary Width - adjusts the percentage of 
time that the primary amperage level is 
commanded versus the background level. 
 
(PPS)  Pulses per Second -controls the 
frequency of pulses and is displayed as 
PPS Pulses per second.  This adjusts the 
number of times per second the amperage 
is toggled between Primary and Back-
ground Amps.  Figure 5 – Independent 
Pulse Waveform, illustrates the relation-
ships between these four variables.   

 
Sync to Oscillation 
The second pulsed amperage method is achieved 
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by syncing the amperage to the Oscillation.  When 
Sync to Oscillation is selected the only settings 
available to the operator are Primary Amps and 
Background Amps.  All other parameters of this 
pulsing method are controlled by the Oscillator Pa-
rameters. 
 

 
FIGURE 6 – SYNC TO OSCILLATION 

WAVEFORM 

 
In Sync to Oscillation Mode, the Primary Amps are 
commanded while the oscillator is in either In Dwell 
or Out Dwell.  Background Amps are commanded 
during the length of the Excursion Time which is set 
by the Excursion Speed (see Figure 6 - Sync to Os-
cillation Waveform).  Shows the relationship of this 
type of pulse method.   
 
 
ARC VOLTAGE CONTROL 
 
MODES OF OPERATION 
Arc Voltage Control has four modes of operation.  
They are:  Sampled Continuous, Sampled Primary, 
Sampled Background, and Off.  Depending on the 
customer’s application the operator can configure 
the system to weld in any of these modes. 
 
Sampled Continuous 
In Sampled Continuous mode of operation, the AVC 
maintains the selected voltages during both the 
primary and background phases of welding. 
 
Sampled Primary  
In Sampled Primary mode of operation, the AVC 
maintains the selected voltage only during the pri-
mary phase of welding.  During the background 
phase of operation no voltage corrections will be 
made. 
 
Sampled Background 
In Sampled Background mode of operation the AVC 
maintains the selected voltage only during the 
background phase of welding.  During the primary 

phase of operation no voltage corrections will be 
made. 

 
Sampled  Background is not accessi-
ble when the AVC is welding in Non-
Pulsed Applications. 
 
 

 
AVC Off 
In AVC Off mode of operation, the AVC will not ad-
just for voltage.  This mode can be enabled or disa-
bled at any time.  This allows the ability to not react 
to specific conditions that may affect the welding 
operation.   
 
VOLTAGE ADJUSTEMENT CONTROLS 
The AVC continually monitors all voltages and ad-
justs the voltage back into the parameters set by 
the operator.  Deadband and Sensitivity set when 
and how quickly these adjustments occur. 
 
Deadband 
The Deadband parameter sets an acceptable win-
dow of error.  This is useful in minimizing torch 
movement while welding rough material, when us-
ing Argon / Helium gas mixture, and during Pulsed 
Amperage applications to minimize overcorrecting 
during the transition from Primary to Background 
Amps and vice versa.  This parameter is measured 
in voltage and provides the operator with up to a 1.5 
voltage high and low window, or a 3 total volt win-
dow centered at the Primary or Background Voltage 
setting. 
 
For example, while welding at 12 volts in a non-
pulsed amperage application, if the Deadband is set 
to 1.5 volts, the AVC will not correct for any arc 
voltage within a range from 10.5 volts to 13.5 volts.  
Likewise, if the Deadband is set to .1 volts, the AVC 
will not correct for arc voltage within the range from 
11.9 to 12.1 volts.  Once the arc voltage goes below 
or above the selected range, the AVC will begin to 
correct for this error and will bring the arc voltage 
back into the window (see Figure 7 – Deadband 
Example). 
 
 

 
FIGURE 7 – DEADBAND EXAMPLE 
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Once the AVC brings the voltage back into the win-
dow, the torch will stop correcting.  In the first ex-
ample above, the AVC will stop the torch as soon 
as the arc voltage is within the window.  It may not 
adjust the arc voltage to 12 volts when a 1.5 volt 
Deadband value is set. 
 
Sensitivity 
The Sensitivity parameter adjusts the speed of cor-
rection.  This determines how fast the AVC moves 
the torch to get the arc voltage back into the Dead-
band window. 
 
Sensitivity is a percentage parameter.  Setting Sen-
sitivity to 100% means that the maximum speed is 
used to get back into the Deadband window.  Set-
ting sensitivity to 0%, means that no adjustment will 
occur to correct for the arc voltage error. 
 
A common range for Sensitivity is 25% to 45%. 
 
 
WIRE FEED 
 
Wire Feed settings allow the operator to adjust wire 
speed.  There are two wire feed modes, Sync to 
Pulse and Continuous.   
 
Primary Wire Speed controls the wire feed during 
dwell times in Sync Mode or in Continuous Mode. 
 
When Sync to Pulse is selected the operator must 
set the Background Wire Speed as well as the Pri-
mary Wire Speed. 
 
SYNC TO PULSE 
Using Sync to Pulse delivers two different wire 
speeds during Independent Pulse Amperage Mode 
and Sync to Oscillation Amperage Mode.  In Inde-
pendent Pulse Amperage Mode the two speeds are 
Primary and Background Amperage Pulse wave-
form.   In Sync to Oscillation Amperage Mode the 
two speeds are during Dwell and Excursion Times. 
 
When two wire speeds are desired, Sync to Pulse 
makes the Wire Feed Settings easy to adjust and 
synchronize to the rest of the welding process and 
parameters; because the wire speed will be synced 
with the correct timing whether Amperage is set to 
Independent Pulse or Sync to Oscillation. 
 

 
FIGURE 8 – WIRE FEED SYNC TO 

PULSE 

 
 
PRIMARY WIRE SPEED 
Primary wire speed is used to control the wire 
speed during either a non-pulsed application or to 
control the wire speed at the primary amperage por-
tion of the pulsed waveform or during the In and 
Out Dwell Times of the Oscillation (see figure 8 – 
Wire Speed Sync to Pulse and Figure 9 -  Wire 
Speed Sync to Oscillation Amps). 

 

 
FIGURE 9 – WIRE SPEED SYNC TO 

OSCILLATION (AMPS) 

 
BACKGROUND WIRE SPEED 
Background Wire Speed is used to control the wire 
speed during the Background Amperage portion of 
the Pulsed Waveform or during the Excursion time 
of the Arc Oscillation (see Figure 8 – Wire Speed 
Sync to Pulse and Figure 9 – Wire Speed Sync to 
Oscillation Amps). 
 
CONTINUOUS 
In Continuous mode the wire speed is constant re-
gardless of Primary or Background Amperage.   
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INSTALLATION 
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Mains Connection 

Idle/Running 

 

VOLTAGE 50-60 HZ 

 

CURRENT DRAW 

I 100 VAC  

R 100 VAC  

I 120 VAC  

R 120 VAC  

I 220 VAC  

R 220 VAC  

 

Fuse Type and Value 

Fuse Function 

 

Fuse 

 

Type 

Travel 1 A Slow 

W1 1 A Slow 

W2 1 A Slow 

AVC 1 A Slow 

OSC 1 A  Slow 

 

Output amperage 

Voltage Value 

 

Amperage Output 

Mains 100 V  

Mains 120 V  

Mains 220-240 V  

 

Temperature Ranges 

Operating Range 
 

Storage Range 
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FIGURE 10 – CABLE MAP COMPLETE SYSTEM 
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Warning!  Do not attempt to install cables with 
power applied to the unit.  Ensure the unit is not 
attached to input power and all equipment is Off. 

 

Verify that all systems are set up ac-
cording to Instructions before power-
ing up the unit.   

 
 
TRACTOR INSTALLATION 
 
Before operating the Orbital Control System, please 
ensure proper installation of tractor (see Helix T55 
Operators Manual IM6112). 
 
BASIC INFORMATION 
 
The operator needs to ensure proper installation of 
all cables and equipment (see Figure 10 Cable Map 
Complete System).  It is recommended that the sys-
tem be kept on a level surface and that the wheels 
be blocked in place throughout the welding process 
and before beginning the installation process.   
 
 
CABLE ASSEMBLIES 
 
The Orbital Control System comes with cable as-
semblies connected between the cabinet equip-
ment.  All external cables will need to be attached 
before operation.  These instructions will guide the 
operator through the set up process for all cables.     
 
 
Refer to Figure 11 – Cable Map Front for locations 
of each step for the cable assembly process on the 
front of the control unit.  Steps 1 & 2 are completed 
before shipping.   
 
 

 
FIGURE 11 – CABLE MAP FRONT 

Warning!!!  Rubber Lead Covers are installed for 
safety and should never be touched when power is 
applied to unit.   
 
 

1. Lift the protective rubber covers and using 
a ¾ inch wrench bolt the two 500 W Power 
Cables from the Control Unit Positive and 
Negative Leads to the Power Supply 
Leads.   

a. Connect 35” Cable # S29194 from 
Negative to Negative.   

b. Connect 36” Cable # S29195 from 
Positive to Positive    

 
2. Using an 11/16 inch wrench, connect the 

Water Outlet Hose and Water Inlet Hose 
from the Control Unit to the Water Cooler 
Unit. 
 

a. Attach Water Outlet Hose # 
S29190 to the left connector water 
outlet on the Control Unit, the 
Quick Disconnect end of the cable 
hooks into the top, Water Cooler 
Input.  
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b. Attach Water Inlet Hose # S29189 
to the right connector water outlet 
on the Control Unit, the Quick Dis-
connect end of the cable hooks into 
the bottom, Water Cooler Output.    

 
3. Lift the protective rubber cover and bolt the 

Lug end of the Work Cable to the Lead on 
the Right side of the Control Unit. 
 

4. Attach all Tractor Assembly cables to the 
Control Unit.   
a. Lift the protective rubber cover and bolt 

the Electrode cable to the Left Lead on 
the Control Unit.   

b. Connect Water Input and Water Output 
Quick Disconnect Hoses, Male to Fe-
male and vice versa. 

c. Using an 11/16 inch wrench connect 
the gas line to the far right connector. 

d. Connect the Control Cable to the Am-
phenol plug. 

 
5. Connect the Pendant Cable from the Pen-

dant to the Control Unit.  The cable end 
with the protective white sheathing con-
nects to the Pendant. 
 

6. Connect the 27” Power Supply Command 
Cable from the Control Unit to the Power 
Supply. 

 
Refer to Figure 12 for locations of each step for the 
cable assembly process on the back of the cabinet.  
Steps 7 & 8 are completed before shipping.    
 

 
FIGURE 12 – CABLE MAP BACK 

 
 

7. Connect the power cable from the back of 
the Control Unit to the supplied plug on the 
Power Supply.   
 

8. Connect the Power Cable from the back of 
the Water Cooling Unit to the Power Sup-
ply. 
 

9. Connect the Gas input to the back of the 
Control Unit. 
 

10. Verify that all safety precautions have been 
followed and attach the Power Supply cable 
to appropriate Input Power.  Refer to Power 
Wave S500 Operator’s Manual IM10118. 
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OPERATION 
 
GENERAL OPERATIONAL 
DESCRIPTION 
 
The APEX 2100 Orbital Control System is a micro-
processor-controlled system that automatically con-
trols the processes of pre-purge, starting the arc, 
travel, wire, Arc Voltage Control (AVC) and Oscilla-
tion from start to ending the cycle. 
 
The operational parameters required to run the 
welding process are entered through a small, con-
venient pendant assembly (see Figure 13 – Pen-
dant).   
 

PENDANT 
 
The pendant has an LCD display and several but-
tons to quickly access all the parameters.  In addi-
tion, an encoder allows the operator to easily adjust 
parameters. 
 
Figure 13 – Pendant, shows the features of the 
pendant and illustrates the quick access to all weld 
parameters.   
 
The Pendant can be broken into 5 sections:  
 

 Display 
 Navigation 
 Selection 
 Encoder  
 Control 

 
 
 
   DISPLAY  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
   NAVIGATION  
  
 Weld 
 
 Amps 
 
 Volts 
 
 Oscillate 
 
 Wire 
 

Setup 

 
Emergency Stop  

ENCODER  

CONTROL  
Wirefeed        
(On/Off) 

 
 Travel 
 (Direction) 
 
 Start/Stop 

SELECTION  

FIGURE 13 – PENDANT  
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Display  
The Display Screen is an LCD Screen that shows 
the current menu selected by the User.  This screen 
is mirrored on the Control Assembly. 
 
Navigation  
The Navigation Buttons enable the user to switch 
between menus on the pendant.  The Navigation 
Buttons are Weld, Amp, Voltage, Oscillate, Wire & 
Setup.  Pressing each button once brings up the 
selected menu on the display making it possible to 
change the parameters using the Encoder, and Se-
lection Buttons.       
 
Selection  
The Selection Buttons are variable use buttons, 
whose purpose is determined by the menu options 
on the Display.  Different words or images will be 
displayed directly above each of the 5 buttons.  
Pressing the button below the desired word or sym-
bol will select the function for that word or symbol.   
 
Encoder  
The Encoder knob is used to adjust most welding 
parameters, clockwise rotation increases selected 
value and counter-clockwise rotation decreases the 
value.  Height and oscillation control will be 
changed using the Encoder.  Clockwise will in-
crease height and oscillation or move the weld head 
out, counterclockwise rotation will decrease height 
and oscillation or move the weld head in towards 
the tractor.   
 
Control  
There are four control buttons and they are: 
 

 Wire (On/Off)  
 Travel (Direction)  
 Start/Stop 
 E-Stop 

 
 
Selection Images 
The selection buttons will display words, images or 
arrows which allow the operator to change or con-
firm the system settings 
 
Images 

Images will guide the opera-
tor through the screens, (se-
lecting Amp, Volts, Wire, 
etc.) and will allow the selec-
tion of certain options, as 
illustrated by the images to 
the left.  These images will 

be displayed on the LCD screen just above the se-
lection buttons on the Pendant. When the button 
below the image on the LCD is pressed the option 
above that button will be selected. 
 
 

Arrows 
Arrows appear on the screen 
in many of the pendant men-
us.  These arrows are used to 
select between parameters 
being displayed on the LCD 
screen.  Pressing the button 
beneath the Arrow on the 

screen will move the cursor from one field or pa-
rameter to the next, where the Encoder can be 
used to change the value. 
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Power on Initial Screen 
When the Control System is powered on, the pen-
dant LCD display will present a login screen (see 
Figure 14 – Initial Power Screen).  Adjust the En-
coder to cycle through the letters and numbers.  
Once the correct character is displayed Press the 
Next Selection button, the cursor will advance to the 
next character.  When the entire code is entered, 
press the Enter Button to gain access to the sys-
tem.   
 
The default code is 1123. 

 
If an incorrect code is entered the sys-
tem requires power to be cycled be-
fore entering a new code.   
 
 

 

 
FIGURE 14 – INITIAL POWER SCREEN 

 
Program Selection Screen 
Once granted access to the controller the first 
screen presented to the operator is the Program 
Selection Screen (see Figure 15 – Program Selec-
tion). 
 
From this screen the operator can load new pro-
grams and access saved programs.  This screen 
also allows access to Calibration, Tools, and Menus 
Screens. 
 
All Program Menus and their functions are dis-
cussed later in the manual in the Program Screens 
section. 
 
 

By default, changes made to the sys-
tem are automatically saved so that 
when power is cycled the system will 
return to the same state.  These 
changes are saved when changing 
menu screens or when starting the 
weld cycle.   

 
 

 
FIGURE 15 – PROGRAM SELECTION 

SCREEN 
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BEGIN WELDING 
 
To begin welding using the current program; weld-
ing and setup parameters, press the Weld button at 
the top of the Navigation Buttons on the Pendant 
(see Figure 13 – Pendant on page 12). 
 
 
JOG MENU 
 
Pressing the Weld Button brings up the Jog Menu 
(see Figure 16 –Jog Menu Screen Wire). This 
screen allows the operator to make adjustments to 
or verify five different functions: 
 

 Wire Speed 
 Travel Speed (Selectable) 
 Direction  
 Torch Height  
 Gas 

 
The Wire and Travel Selection Buttons each bring 
up a separate menu (see Figure 16 – Jog Menu 
Screen Wire and Figure 18 Jog Menu Screen Trav-
el).  DIR, Torch Height and GAS can be engaged 
from either menu.     
 
 

 
FIGURE 16 – JOG MENU SCREEN WIRE 

 
Jog Menu Items 
To make adjustments to any of the Jog Menu 
options, press the selection button under Wire or  
Travel to bring up the individual menu.  The DIR, 
Torch Height and Gas options can be activated in 
either screen.  Adjustments can be made with the 
Encoder. 
 
 

When changing from Wire to Travel 
or Torch Height, or any combination 
of these, the speed is always reset to 
zero, no matter what was selected in 
the previous menu. 

 
 
Wire 
The Jog Menu Screen for wire is the default menu 
that appears when the Weld Button is pressed (see 
Figure 16- Jog Menu Screen Wire).  Pressing the 
Wire Selection Button will toggle between the Jog 
Wire Speed and Torch Height.  Adjust the Jog Wire 
Speed value using the Encoder.   
 
To switch between the Primary and Secondary Wire 
Press the Control Button labeled Travel (see Figure 
17 – Travel Button).  The Fwd light will be illuminat-
ed for Wire 1 and the Rev light will be illuminated 
for Wire 2. 
 

 
FIGURE 17 – TRAVEL BUTTON 

 
 

Cut wire cleanly to prevent binding 
when retracting wire. 
 
 
 

 
 
Travel 
The Jog Menu Screen for Travel is accessed by 
pressing the Travel Selection Button.  Press the 
Travel Selection Button again to highlight the value.  
Pressing the Travel Selection Button will select be-
tween Jog Travel Speed and Torch Height. 
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FIGURE 18 – JOG MENU SCREEN 

TRAVEL 

 
Verify that the weld head is secure 
and free from obstructions before 
adjusting travel speed.   
 
 

 
Adjust the Encoder clockwise to increase the weld 
head speed and counter clockwise to decrease 
speed.  To change direction press the DIR Selec-
tion Button or the Travel Control Button.   
 
Pressing the Back Selection Button will halt travel 
and return the user to the Jog Wire Speed Menu.   
 
 
DIR 
The Direction Selection Button (DIR) switches be-
tween forward and reverse movement for the Wire 
and Weld Head Travel.  To reverse the travel direc-
tion, press the DIR button, the weld head will re-
verse direction at the same speed.   
 
 

Changing direction of speed while 
tractor is at full speed will run the risk 
of blowing the travel motor fuse.   
 
 

 
 
Torch Height 
Pressing the Torch Height Selection Button will tog-
gle the Torch Height Button On and Off.  Adjust the 
torch height using the Encoder; clockwise for will 
increase torch height, counterclockwise will de-
crease torch height. 
 

Gas 
Pressing the Gas Selection Button will activate the 
gas solenoid for 8 seconds, allowing the operator to 
verify the proper flow rate and adjust as necessary. 
 
Pressing the Gas Selection button a second time 
during the 8 seconds will keep gas on until the gas 
button is pressed a 3rd time. 
 

Shielding Gas is also purged when 
the control unit is powered on.  This 
allows the lines to be purged auto-
matically, which is useful if the unit 
has been off for a long period of time.  
The gas will be purged for 8 seconds 
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WELD SCREEN 
Once the Torch Height, Weld Head and Wire are 
positioned to the operator’s satisfaction, press the 
Weld Button once more to bring up the Weld 
Screen (see Figure 19 – Weld Screen).  Pressing 
the Weld Navigation Button will boggle between 
Weld Screen and Jog Menu. 
 
The Weld Screen allows the operator to adjust the 
values for: 
 

 Amps 
 Voltage 
 Wire 
 Travel  
 Center/Width   

 
 

 
FIGURE 19 – WELD SCREEN 

 
AMPS, Voltage & Wire Functions 
 
Primary and Background 
Amps, Voltage, and Wire, all have Primary and 
Background Values.  To select between the Primary 
and Background Values press the Selection Button 
below the desired function.  Pressing the Selection 
Button below Amps will change from the Primary 
Amps to Background Amps (see Figure 19 -Weld 
Screen and Figure 20 - Weld Screen Background).   
 
The same process used to change between Prima-
ry and Background Amps is used to change be-
tween Primary and Background values for Voltage 
and Wire.   
 
The selected value will appear at the top of the 
screen. 

 
FIGURE 20 – WELD SCREEN BACK-

GROUND 
 
The Amps, Voltage, and Wire values can be adjust-
ed while welding or not.  While welding, adjusting 
the Encoder will change the selected output or 
speed, as well as changing the value on the screen.  
When not welding, only the value on the screen will 
change.    
 
Travel Functions  
The Travel Speed can be selected in the same 
manner as the Amps, Voltage and Wire.  Travel 
Speed can also be adjusted while welding or not.  
While welding, adjusting the Encoder will change 
the speed of the tractor, as well as the value on the 
screen.  When not welding, only the value on the 
screen will change.    
 
Center/Width Functions (Oscillator) 
Pressing the Selection Button below Center/Width 
will select between Center and Width Adjustment 
values.  A box will appear around the Selected Val-
ue and the value will also appear in the center of 
the screen.   
 

Center Position 
The Center Position can be adjusted at any 
time during the weld or while preparing to 
weld.  When the system is not oscillating 
the arc, the Center Position acts as steering 
to adjust the torch position. 
 
 
Width Adjustment 
While oscillating the arc, the width adjust-
ment controls how wide to make the bead.  
Adjusting this when the torch is not oscillat-
ing will only change the value displayed on 
the screen.  While welding, the bead nar-
rows or widens as the Encoder is adjusted. 
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See Figure 3 – Center/Width Interaction, on page 4 
for more information. 

 
 
WELD /  TEST FUNCTION  
The system can be configured to either Weld or 
Test weld.  In Weld configuration when the Start / 
Stop button is enabled the system will start the 
standard welding sequence and proceed to weld.  
When in Test Weld configuration, the system will 
simulate welding to allow verification of setup and 
operation of the system. 
 
To cycle between Weld and Test Weld, select the 
button below the Travel section until Weld or Test is 
highlighted.  Pressing the button again will toggle 
between Weld and Test Weld.   
 
 

AMPS SCREEN 
Pressing the Amps Navigation button will bring up 
the Amps Screen which is used to select between 
three modes of operation: 
 

 Pulsed Arc  
 No Pulse  
 Sync Pulse 

 
The selected mode will be displayed at the bottom 
of the screen.  To switch between the 3 modes 
choose the appropriate selection button (see Fig-
ures 21-25). 
 
 
Pulsed Arc 
Once Pulsed Arc has been selected adjustments 
can be made to Primary Amps, Background Amps 
Primary Width and Pulses Per Second (PPS).  To 
switch between each value use the Arrow down 
Selection button (see Figure 21 – Amps Screen 
Pulsed Arc). 
 

 
FIGURE 21 – AMPS SCREEN PULSED 

ARC 

 
In both Pulsed Arc and Sync Pulse modes Step 
Travel can be toggled on or off using the Selection 
Buttons.   
 
Travel 
There are two modes of Travel.  Step Travel and 
Constant (Const Travel).  Pressing the selection 
button beneath the Const Travel (see Figure 21-
Amps Screen Pulsed Arc), will toggle travel to Step 
travel (See Figure 22 – Amps Screen Pulsed Arc 
Step Travel). 
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Step travel ties the tractor’s movement into the 
Background Amps, which will only allow the tractor 
to move while in Background Amperage.  
 
 

 
FIGURE 22 -- AMPS SCREEN PULSED 

ARC STEP TRAVEL 

In Const Travel the tractor will move at the pre set 
speed regardless of background amperage (see 
Figure  23 - Travel Examples). 
 
 

 
FIGURE 23 – TRAVEL EXAMPLES 

 
Sync Pulse 
In Sync to Pulse mode, the amperage is tied to the 
Oscillation Motion.  From this menu adjustments  
can be made to the Primary and Background Amps.   
 
To select between each value use the Arrow down 
Selection button (see Figure 24 – Amps Screen 
Sync Pulse). 
 
 

Primary Amps sets the amperage from the power 
source during the time the oscillator is in either In 
Dwell or Out Dwell time periods.  In this menu, Pri-
mary Amps are generally set higher than Back-
ground Amps to allow good sidewall penetration. 
 

 
FIGURE 24 – AMPS SCREEN SYNC 

PULSE 

 
Background Amps sets the time the Oscillator tran-
sitions from the In and Out Dwell Times, moving the 
torch from the In to Out positions of the Oscillator 
and determines the amperage value commanded 
from the welding power source during this excur-
sion time.   
 
 
No Pulse 
With Amperage set for No Pulse or Continuous Cur-
rent, only the Primary Amps Value can be adjusted 
(see Figure 25 –Amps Screen No Pulse).   
 

 
FIGURE 25 – AMPS SCREEN NO PULSE 
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VOLTAGE SCREEN 
 
Voltage Modes 
Pressing the Volts Navigation button will bring up 
the Voltage Screen.  
 
 There are four modes of AVC voltage operation, 
providing maximum flexibility of arc voltage control 
of the welding arc.  The four modes are: 
 

 Sampled Continuous 
 Sampled Primary 
 Sampled Background 
 AVC On/Off 

 
The operator can change between modes by press-
ing the Selection button below the desired mode. 
 
 
Sampled Continuous 
In Sampled Continuous mode of operation, the op-
erator has control of both primary and background 
voltages, as well as Deadband and Sensitivity (see 
Figure 26 – Volts Screen Sampled Continuous). 
 

 
FIGURE 26 – VOLTAGE SCREEN 

SAMPLED CONTINUOUS 

 
This mode of operation is the most sophisticated, 
requiring the operator to set both primary and back-
ground voltages to adjust the arc voltage smoothly 
from primary to background voltage without exces-
sive AVC overcorrection. 
 
Sampled Primary  
In Sampled Primary mode, the operator has control 
of the Primary Voltage, Deadband and Sensitivity.   
 
 

There is no background voltage to adjust in Sam-
pled Primary.  The controller will lock out the AVC 
drive mechanism from moving or correcting for arc 
voltage during the Background Amperage Pulse 
when in Pulsed Arc mode.  The controller will also 
lock out the AVC during Excursion time, when Am-
perage is set to Sync to Oscillation (see Figure 27 – 
Volts Screen, Sampled Primary). 
 

 
FIGURE 27 – VOLTAGE SCREEN 

SAMPLED PRIMARY  

 
Sampled Background 
In Sampled Background mode, the operator has 
control of Background Voltage, Deadband and 
Sensitivity (see figure 28 - Volts Screen Sampled 
Background). 
 

 
FIGURE 28 – VOLTAGE SCREEN 

SAMPLED BACKGROUND 

 
 AVC On/Off 
The AVC can be engaged or disengaged by press-
ing the Selection button below the AVC On/Off.    
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When turned off, the AVC will not track for any volt-
age errors.  Selecting On/Off will turn Voltage on or 
off for all modes of operation.  A status and confir-
mation message will appear on the screen just 
above the text, e.g. Sampled Primary On or Sam-
pled Primary OFF.   
 

 
Only AVC On/Off mode can be 
changed while welding. 
 
 
 

 
Voltage Parameters 
The Volts Screen has all settings needed to control 
the Voltage parameters of the welding arc and of 
the Arc Voltage Control incorporated in the control-
ler.  When first selected, the Volts screen displays 
the parameters: 
 

 Primary Voltage 
 Background Voltage  
 Deadband  
 Sensitivity 

 
Of these four values, the default highlighted value is 
Primary Voltage, where available (see Figure 26 
Voltage Screen Sampled Continuous).   
 
Primary voltage 
Primary voltage is used to control the arc voltage 
during the primary amperage pulse (during the Pri-
mary pulse width time) when pulsing in Pulsed arc 
mode or during the Dwell Time when Amperage 
Sync to Oscillation is selected.   

 
Primary Voltage can also be consid-
ered Dwell Voltage when Amperage 
is set to Sync to Oscillation. 
 
 

 
Background Voltage 
Background Voltage is used to control the arc volt-
age during the background amperage pulse, when 
in Pulsed Arc mode; or during the Excursion Time, 
when Amperage is set to Sync to Oscillation. 
 

Background voltage can also be con-
sidered Excursion Voltage when Am-
perage is in Sync to Oscillation. 
 
 

 
 

 
Deadband 
Deadband creates an acceptable window of devia-
tion voltage centered at either the Primary or Back-
ground Voltage; where if the arc voltage is within 
this acceptable window, the AVC system incorpo-
rated in the controller will not track / make adjust-
ments to the arc voltage.  See Deadband in the 
Basic Information Section on page 7. 
 
Deadband can create value of .2 volts to 3.0 volt 
window (±.1 volts to ±1.5 volts from either the se-
lected Primary or Background Voltage). 
 
Sensitivity 
Sensitivity works in conjunction with Deadband to 
allow for smoother corrections of arc voltage, mini-
mizing the AVC drive mechanism from constantly 
overcorrecting.  See Sensitivity in the “Description 
of Equipment” section. See Sensitivity in the Basic 
Information Section on page 7. 
 
This parameter is a percentage of the maximum 
speed of the AVC drive mechanism and can range 
from 0 to 100 percent.  Visible motion may not be 
noticed until 20 to 35 depending on motor. 
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OSCILLATOR SCREEN 
 
Pressing the Osc. Navigation button will bring up 
the Oscillator Screen.  This menu displays five op-
tions available to the operator:  
 

 Center Position 
 Oscillation Width 
 In Dwell 
 Excursion Time  
 Out Dwell  

 
Osc. Test and Osc On/Off can be activated with the 
Selection buttons (see Figure 29 – Oscillator 
Screen).   
 

 
FIGURE 29 – OSCILLATOR SCREEN 

 
For more information about the Oscillator, please 
review the Basic Information section on page 5. 
 
Osc. Test 
Osc. Test allows the user to verify settings and to 
observe the weld head oscillation.  Press the Osc. 
Test Selection Button and the weld head will begin 
to oscillate at the settings entered on the screen. 
 
 

Before testing oscillator, verify that 
there is sufficient space to allow the 
oscillation’s width movement (1”). 
 
 

 
When testing is completed, press the Osc. Test Se-
lection button to turn the oscillation Off and be driv-
en to the center position. 
 
 

Osc. On/Off 
Oscillation is an optional function.  To select wheth-
er or not the weld head will oscillate during welding, 
press the Osc. On/Off Selection Button.  Turning on 
Oscillation will display the “Oscillation (ON) at the 
bottom center of the screen.    
 
There are five parameters that can be set for Oscil-
lation.   
 

Center Position 
Sets the center point of the weld head.  
This value is measured in inches and goes  
+/- 0.50 for a total of 1.0 inches.  0 sets the 
weld head at the very center. 
 
Oscillation Width 
Determines how wide the torch head will 
travel during oscillation.  This goes from 0 
to 1.0 inch. 
 
In Dwell 
The In Dwell represents the time the weld 
head oscillator and torch will stay toward 
the weld head carriage, measured in se-
conds from 0 to 99.9. 
 
Excursion Time 
Excursion Time determines the transition 
time between in and out dwell times, it is 
measured in seconds from 0.1 to 4 se-
conds. 
 
Out Dwell 
Out Dwell time represents the time the weld 
head oscillator and torch stay out away 
from the weld head carriage, measured in 
seconds from 0 to 99.9. 
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WIRE SCREEN 
 
Selecting the Wire Navigation button will bring up 
the Wire Screen which allows the operator to 
choose between two modes, Sync. To Pulse, and 
Continuous.  Pressing the Sync. On/Off button will 
switch between these two modes.  Wire 2 is an op-
tional wire feeder which can be enabled or disabled 
from this menu by pressing the Wire 2 ON Selection 
Button.   
 

 
FIGURE 30 – WIRE SCREEN SYNC TO 

PULSE 

 
Sync to Pulse 
 
Sync. to Pulse ties the Wire Speed to the Amper-
age Pulse.   
 
While in Sync to Pulse, there are two adjustable 
parameters to control the wire speed during weld-
ing:  Primary Wire Speed and Background Wire 
Speed (Bkgr. Wire Speed).  Both of these values 
are measured in Inches per minute (ipm) (see figure 
30 Wire Screen Sync to Pulse).   
 

Primary Wire Speed 
This value determines the wire speed dur-
ing Primary Amperage mode.  Paired with 
Background Wire Speed these values will 
insure a consistent amount of wire is fed to 
the weld for smooth welding applications. 
   
Background Wire Speed 
This value determines the wire speed dur-
ing Background Amperage.   

 
 
 
 

The Primary and Background Wire 
Speeds can also be considered Dwell 
and Excursion Wire Speeds when 
Sync to Pulse and the Amperage is 
set to Sync to Oscillation. 

 
To change the Wire speed mode of operation and 
sync the wire speed to pulsed amperage, press the 
button below Sync On/Off. 
 
 
Continuous  
 
Continuous sets the Wire Speed at a constant rate 
of feed regardless of Primary or Background Am-
perage (see Figure 31 – Wire Screen Continuous). 
 

 
FIGURE 31 – WIRE SCREEN 

CONTINUOUS 

 
Wire 2 
 
When the weld head is equipped with two wire feed 
motors, one for each direction, the second wire 
needs to be enabled.  To enable the Wire feeder 2 
on the controller, Press the Wire 2 Selection Button.  
Pressing the Wire 2 ON Selection Button multiple 
times will toggle Wire 2 On and Off.     
 
 

If the weld head has only one wire 
feed motor installed and the Wire 2 is 
enabled, there will not be any wire 
fed in the reverse direction of travel. 
 

 
If the weld head has 2 wire feed mo-
tors installed and the Wire 2 is disa-
bled, the controller will feed wire from 
wire feeder 1 in both directions. 
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SETUP SCREEN 
 
The Setup Screen is the first screen displayed after 
the operator logs onto the system (see Figure 32- 
Setup Screen).  It is also accessed by pressing the 
Setup Navigation Button.  The Setup Screens are 
useful in saving programs to internal memory or to 
a USB Flash Drive.  In addition, programs from in-
ternal memory or from a USB Flash Drive can be 
loaded for use in the controller for current welding 
parameters or for future program needs.  Calibra-
tion functions are accessed from this Setup menu 
screen.  Calibration routines are not covered in this 
Section (see the Maintenance Section page 33).  
The remaining two menus available are Tools and 
Menu buttons.   
 
The Setup Screen allows the Operator to access 
the following menus: 
 

 Load 
 Save 
 Calibrate 
 Tools 
 Menus 

 
 

All menus will return the operator to the Setup De-
fault Screen by pressing the Back Selection button. 
 

 
FIGURE 33 – SETUP SCREEN 

 
Refer to Figure 33 for a quick flow chart of the Set-
up Screen options.  
 
 

FIGURE 32 – SETUP SCREEN OPTIONS  
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Load   
The Load Selection Button takes the operator to the 
Save Parameters Data screen (see Figure 34 – 
Save Parameters Data), which allows the operator 
to load saved programs from internal memory (In-
ternal EPROM) or External Flash Drive (USB).  
 

 
   FIGURE 34 – SAVE PARAMETERS 

DATA 

 
Pressing the Internal EPROM or External Flash Se-
lections buttons will bring up the Scroll Programs 
screen which will allow the operator to select all 
available saved programs (see Figure 35 Load 
Screen Scroll Programs).  Using the Encoder the 
operator can scroll through all available programs.  
Once the correct program is highlighted pressing 
the Select Selection Buttons will load the program 
parameters and take the user to the Weld Screen. 
 
 
 

 
FIGURE 35 – LOAD SCREEN SCROLL 

PROGRAMS 

Program 0001 is the default startup, it is not a valid 
selectable program.  Once the operator has chosen 
values, those values can be designated as Program 
0001 though  the Save Screen. 
 
 
Save Screen 
From the Setup Screen pressing the Save Selection 
Button brings up the Save to Memory Screen (see 
Figure 36 – Save Screen), which allows the opera-
tor to save a program to internal or external 
memory, there are 5 selections buttons to choose 
from Back, Save, Delete, Scroll, and Name.   
 

 
FIGURE 36 – SAVE SCREEN 

 
Save 
Pressing the Save Selection Button allows 
the operator to save to either internal or ex-
ternal memory and brings up the Save Pa-
rameters Data screen (figure 34).  Save will 
use current parameters and store them as 
the Program # that appears on the screen.  
 
For Figure 36, pressing the Save Selection 
Button will save the current parameters as 
Program 0001.  If the name is already 
saved there will be a warning message:  
 
“Program Name already Exist!   
Overwire Existing Program?”   
 
At this point the operator can either press 
Yes to overwrite or press the Back Button. 
 
Delete 
Delete will allow the operator to delete a  
saved program.   
 
Pressing the Delete Selection Button will 
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delete whatever Program Number is on the 
screen.  The operator will see a warning 
message:  
 
“This Will Delete Selected Program!  Per-
manently Delete Program?”  
 
At this point the operator can either press 
Yes to delete the program or press the 
Back Button. 
 
Scroll 
Scroll allows the operator to choose be-
tween saved programs using the Encoder.   
Once a program is selected the operator 
can delete or name the program.   

 
Name 
Name will allow the operator to Program 
current selections with any available pro-
gram name.  Valid names are between 
0001 and 9999.  The Operator must press 
the Save Selection Button for settings to be 
saved. 
 
 

Calibrate 
The Calibration Screen (see Figure 37 – Calibration 
Screen) allows for two types of calibration.  Oscilla-
tor Calibration and Speed Calibration. 

 
Oscillation Calibration is only required 
after significant weight or motor 
changes.  Complete Software Cali-
bration procedure is covered in the 
Maintenance section. 

 

 
FIGURE 37 – CALIBRATION SCREEN 

 
 

Speed CAL 
This screen allows the operator to set the 
calibration speeds for all the software cali-
brations.  All speeds should be set to the 
minimum speeds that will still allow move-
ment without hesitation 
 
OSC (Oscillator) Check 
The Oscillator check measures the voltage 
necessary for oscillator to travel a specific 
length.  This procedure will automatically 
populate the Oscillator Speed Value and 
determine the length of oscillation. 

 
Tools 
The Tools Menu (see Figure 38 – Tools) grants ac-
cess to the Codes Menu (see Figure 39 – Codes 
Library). 
 

 
FIGURE 38 – TOOLS  

 
Codes 
Codes allow a supervisor to set up access 
codes for operators to use when running 
the equipment.   

 
Use the Down Arrow to select the value to 
change.  A box will surround the current 
Value. 
 
Assign User # using the Encoder. Valid Us-
er Numbers are 1 through 25. 
 
User’s Code is a numeric code from  0000 
to 9999. 
 
User’s Access Level is changed by press-
ing the Set Level Selection button.  Options 
are User and Supervisor (Super). 
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Press the Save Selection button to Save 
Settings to the system . 
 

 

FIGURE 39 – CODES LIBRARY 

 

MENUS SCREEN 
 
The Menus screen gives the operator access to the 
following Options: 
 

 Start of Weld 
 End of Weld 
 Access Control 
 Firmware Rev. 
 Fault Monitoring 
 Override Settings 
 Increments 
 System Health 

 
 

 
FIGURE 40 – MENUS SCREEN 

 
To navigate the Menus Screen, (see Figure 40 – 
Menus Screen), press the Arrow Selection Button to 
switch between the selections until the desired item 
is highlighted.  Once highlighted, press the Select 
Selection Button to go into the desired screen. 
 
The eight menu options with the exception of Firm-
ware Rev. and System Health open up into sub 
menus with selectable options. These Sub Menus 
will be covered in detail beginning with Start of 
Weld Menu. 
 
 
Start of Weld Menu 
The Start of Weld Menu allows the Operator to ad-
just the parameters required to start the welding 
process and form an appropriate weld puddle (see 
Figure 41 - Start of Weld Parameters Screen).   
 
For a complete timeline of the welding process, 
please review Figure 2 Orbital Process Time Line in 
the Description of Equipment Section Page 3.   
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The parameters on this menu are: 
 

 Pre-Flow 
 Tungsten preheat 
 Start Amps 
 Start Gap 
 Upslope Time 
 AVC Start Delay 
 Travel Delay 
 Wire Delay 

 
 

 
FIGURE 41 – START OF WELD 

 
Pre-Flow 
Pre-Flow is the amount of time Gas is to be 
purged before the arc is started to ensure 
adequate gas coverage is provided at the 
arc.  This is measured in seconds and can 
go up to 99.9 seconds. 
 
Tungsten Preheat 
Tungsten Preheat is a time setting used to 
allow adequate preheating of the tungsten 
in order to strike an arc reliably each time 
without using High Frequency.  This time is 
measured in seconds and can be as high 
as 99.9 seconds. 
 
Start Amps 
This value is commanded during tungsten 
preheat. The controller commands an am-
perage from the power source, this amper-
age is adjustable from 0 to 500 Amps. Start 
amps is ramped to the Primary Amps value 
through the Upslope Time Function. 
 
Start Gap 
Start Gap is a time function used to lift the 
torch upward off of the work once Tungsten 

Preheat time is complete.  This should be a 
relatively small time value to minimize a 
long starting arc with high arc voltage.  The 
range of this function is from 0.0 to 02.0 
Seconds.  It is recommended that the oper-
ator stay below 1 second. 

 
 
When oscillation is active for a weld 
program and either upslope or 
Downslope time is used, the oscilla-
tor’s Taper Function will be enabled. 
 

 
Upslope Time 
The Amount of time the controller takes to 
increase from Start Amps to Primary Amps 
is called Upslope time.  Upslope Time is 
measured in seconds and can range from 
0.0 to 99.9 seconds. 
 
AVC Start Delay 
Arc Delay describes the delay the Arc Volt-
age Control waits beyond Upslope Time 
before the AVC begins to track and correct 
for arc voltage errors. 
 
This delay is in seconds and has a range 
from 0.0 to 99.9 Seconds.  It is recom-
mended the time be set as low as possible 
to allow the AVC to begin compensating for 
arc voltage errors as quickly as possible 
once the Primary Amps have been 
reached. 
 
Travel Delay 
Travel Delay is the time the weld head 
travel carriage is delayed once an arc is es-
tablished.  This delay is typically set to a 
time close to the Upslope Time setting to 
allow a weld puddle to form before travel 
commences.  This function is measured in 
seconds and has a range from 0.0 to 99.9 
seconds.  
 
Wire Delay 
Wire delay is measured in seconds and has 
a range from 0.0 to 99.9 seconds and be-
gins counting down once the arc is estab-
lished.  This delay allows the weld puddle 
to form before wire is added.  Typically, this 
time is set close to the Upslope Time set-
ting. 
 
To go back to the Menus Screen, press the 
Back Selection Button. 
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End of Weld Parameters 
The End of Weld Parameters (see Figure 42 – End 
of Weld) are used to provide proper control of the 
end of welding cycle.    
 

 
FIGURE 42 – END OF WELD 

 
The parameters in this menu are: 
 

 Down Slope Time 
 Final Amps 
 Wire Stop Delay 
 Wire Retract 
 Torch Retract 
 Post Flow 

 
Down Slope Time 
Down Slope Time is measured from the 
moment the Start/ Stop Button is pressed to 
begin the End of Weld sequence.  
 
Down Slope Time has a range from 0.0 to 
99.0 seconds and is important to prevent 
craters and cracking at the end of the weld    
(see Figure 2 -  Orbital Process Timeline). 
 
Final Amps 
Final Amps is the amperage level when 
Down Slope Time is complete.  Once Down 
Slope Completes, Final Amperage is 
reached and the welding arc is extin-
guished.   Final Amps can range from 0 to 
500 Amps. 
 
Wire Stop Delay 
Wire Stop Delay is used to add wire during 
some portion of Down Slope.  Wire is typi-
cally fed for no more than 30% of the Down 
Slope Time, but can be changed to the op-
erators preference. 

This value is measured in seconds with a 
range of 0.0 to 99.9 seconds.  This delay 
time begins counting down at the moment 
the Start/ Stop button is pressed to begin 
the End of Weld Sequence.   
  
Wire Retract 
Wire Retract is used to pull the wire out of 
the weld puddle area to prevent the wire 
from getting stuck to the base material at 
the end of the cycle.  Wire retract begins at 
the moment the Wire Stop Delay is com-
plete.   
 
The Wire Retract is measured in seconds 
with a range from 0.0 to 99.0 seconds.  It is 
recommended to set this value as low as 
possible to prevent the wire from unspool-
ing.  The time should be selected to retract 
the wire approximately ½” to 1” in length.   
 
Torch Retract 
Torch Retract begins when the arc is extin-
guished and is measured in seconds from 0 
to 99.9.  Its main purpose is to remove the 
Torch from the weld area to prevent the 
puddle from contacting tungsten, and make 
manually jogging the tractor easier. 
 
Gas Post-Flow (Post-Flow) 
Gas Post Flow is used to provide adequate 
gas flow to the weld area after the arc is 
turned off to prevent porosity and contami-
nation of the weld.   
 
This time is measured in seconds, having a 
range from 0.0 to 99.9 seconds and begins 
counting down at the moment the arc extin-
guishes. 
 
Gas Post-Flow should be longer than the 
Down Slope Time to allow for gas coverage 
after the arc is turned off.  For example, if 
Down Slope Time is set for 15 Seconds of 
Gas Post-Flow then the Gas Post-Flow 
Time should be set to 30.0 Seconds; 15 
(Down Slope) + 15 (Post-Flow) = 30 se-
conds. 

 
Gas Post Flow must be longer than 
the down slope time. 
 
 
 

 
Access Control 
The Access Control List (see Figure 43 – Access 
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Control List) allows the supervisor to control what 
values can be adjusted or changed by the operator.  
This feature is used in conjunction with the Codes 
Menu, see Tools section on page 26. 
 

 
FIGURE 43 – ACCESS CONTROL LIST 

 
This list includes the options for:  
 

 Return to Weld Screen 
 User limits 
 Amps menu 
 Volts menu 
 Oscillator Menu 
 Wire Menu 
 Start of Weld Menu 
 End of Weld Menu 

 
These values can be set to Yes or No, except for 
User Limits, which is an On / Off value.   
 
 
Firmware revision 
The Firmware Revision screen (see Figure 44 – 
Firmware Revision)  provides the current revisions 
of all the program code used in the system.  The 
screen shows the revisions for the: 
 

 LCD controllers 
 Pendant Controller 
 AVC / Oscillator Controller 
 Motor Controller 
 CPU Controller-Processor  A 
 CPU Controller-Processor B 

 

 
FIGURE 44 – FIRMWARE REVISION 

 
This screen is informational only.  There are no set-
tings to be changed. 
   

This image is provided as a reference 
only, actual firmware revisions on 
screen will be different. 
 
 

 
Fault Monitoring 
Fault monitoring (see Figure 45 – Fault Monitoring 
Screen) is used to stop the welding process com-
pletely when a fault is detected. 
 
The Parameters available to monitor are: 
   

 Gas   
 Water    
 Amperage   
 Voltage   

 
Input values will automatically save into the system. 
 
The Values shown in figure 45 are the recommend-
ed input values. 
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FIGURE 45 – FAULT MONITORING 

 
   
Override settings 
Override settings are typically set by the supervisor 
to allow the operator of the equipment to have 
some flexibility when using the equipment to ac-
commodate excessive cool or hot days, where 
welding parameters may need to be modified to 
achieve the same weld quality (see Figure 46 – 
Override Settings).   
 

 
FIGURE 46 – OVERRIDE SETTINGS 

 
The override parameters available to set for opera-
tor flexibility are:   
 

 Amperage 
 Voltage 
 Wire  
 Travel 
 Osc. Width 

 
 

These parameters can range from 0 to 100 %.  100 
% allows for full range.  For Example 200 Amps at 
100 % would give 0 to 500A.  200 Amps at 50 % 
would give 0 to 250A. The operator can make 
changes prior to or during the weld process. 
 
Increments Menu 
Increment Values allow the user to determine the 
step values during welding, when not welding these 
values have no effect.  These values are: 
 

 Amps 
 Volts 
 Wire  
 Travel 

 
This screen has a Reset Selection button (see Fig-
ure 47 – Increment Values) to allow the user to 
quickly reset the increments back to their factory 
default values. 

Increment Values are not part of the 
Program structure and cannot be saved 
as part of a program.  Loading and 
Saving Programs has no effect on the 
Increment values.  They will retain their 
values when Programs are loaded or 
saved.   

 

 
FIGURE 47 – INCREMENT VALUES 
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System Health 
The System Health screen provides the current and 
previous errors for the control systems (see Figure 
48 – System Health Screen).  The screen shows 
the errors for the:  
 

 Pendant Controller 
 Wire/Travel Controller 
 AVC Oscillator Controller 
 CPU Controller Processor A 
 CPU Controller Processor B 

 
This screen is informational only.  There are no set-
tings to be changed. 
 
 

 
This image is provided as a reference 
only, actual errors on screen will be 
different. 
 

 
 

 
FIGURE 48 – SYSTEM HEALTH 

INFORMATION 

 
Some errors may be accumulated during normal 
operation. 
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MAINTENANCE 
 
The Apex 2100 Orbital Control System is designed 
for trouble free operation and normally requires 
minimal preventive care and cleaning.  This section 
provides instructions for maintaining user servicea-
ble items.  The suggested repair procedure for all 
user serviceable items is to remove and replace 
defective assemblies or parts.  If users and service 
personnel are not familiar with electrical and elec-
tronic equipment, the products should be returned 
to the factory or serviced by factory authorized rep-
resentatives for service and /or repair. 
 
Power Wave S500 
 
The Welding power source is a Lincoln Electric 
Power Wave S500, and can be serviced at a Lin-
coln authorized Service and Repair Center.  Refer 
to the Power Wave S500 Owner’s Manual for 
maintenance schedule and procedure.   
 

Special weld modes are loaded in the 
S500 and can be obtained from Arc 
Products Inc. 
 
 

 
Water Cooler 
 
The Water cooler is a Lincoln Electric Cool Arc 55, 
and can be serviced at a Lincoln authorized Service 
and Repair Center.  Refer to the Cool Arc 55 Own-
er’s Manual for maintenance schedule and proce-
dure.   
 
Control Unit Assembly 
 
The control unit assembly consists of an enclosure 
housing the major electronic assemblies of the Or-
bital Control System.  Maintenance is generally lim-
ited to periodic dusting and blowing out the enclo-
sure using clean dry air. 
 
The user should ensure that the unit is not operated 
with the cover open or removed.  Exercise caution if 
the unit has been exposed to excessive dust or liq-
uid contamination since such conditions may cause 
electrical shorting and/or malfunctioning of the elec-
trical/electronics assemblies.  The user should con-
sult with the factory if such conditions have oc-
curred.  Repair of the control unit assembly is gen-
erally limited to a remove and replace operation.   
 

 

Warning:  When repairing the control unit 
assembly, turn the power switch OFF and discon-
nect AC Power from the Unit. 
 

Repair or modification of un-
authorized items will void the        
warranty.   
 
 

 
 

 
Observe all precautions for handling 
electrostatic sensitive devices. 
 
 
 

 
Assemblies and parts which are authorized for user 
replacement are listed in the Parts List Section on 
page 40.  Replacement should be performed after 
the user has determined that the part or assembly 
to be replaced is the cause of a system problem . 
 
Replacement of fuses does not require opening the 
control unit; however, blowing a fuse may indicate 
other system problems.  The fuse is replaced by 
turning power on the system to off, unscrewing the 
fuse holder lid, removing and replacing the blown 
fuse with a fuse of the same value, then restoring 
power and turning the system ON to perform a test 
run. 
 
Replacement of the printed circuit board involves 
disconnecting the connectors to the board, remov-
ing the mounting screws and replacing the board 
with a new board.   
 

Calibration is not required when re-
placing Power Supply or Power Sup-
ply Board, it IS required when replac-
ing any other printed circuit boards.  
 

 
 
The service person should exercise care while re-
moving boards to ensure that excessive force is not 
placed on the connectors or components on the 
board and that the mounting screws are not over 
tightened. 
 
The boards are held in place by six to nine screws 
threaded into stand-offs mounted in the enclosure.  
To remove: 
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1. Disconnect all necessary harnesses at 
the connection plugs provided.   

2. Remove the mounting screws. 
3. Remove board.   
4. Install the replacement board.  
5. Replace the mounting screws tighten-

ing until snug.  Do not over-tighten as 
damage to the board and enclose 
standoffs may result.   

6. Reconnect all harnesses. 
 
Replacement of other user serviceable items is to 
be performed according to normal maintenance and 
repair standards, usually involving the removal of 
mounting hardware, unplugging the old part or sub-
assembly, mounting the replacement part and re-
connecting the connectors.   

 
See instructions for individual parts 
before attempting to replace them. 
 
 
 

 
 
Cable Assembly 
 
Maintenance of the cable assemblies is to periodi-
cally remove dust, soot, metal particles, slag, etc., 
from the cable’s insulation and checking for crack-
ing in the insulation and sharp bends in the cable at 
the connectors.  Also, check to be sure the con-
nectors are tightened and seated correctly in their 
mating receptacles. 
 

Repair of the cable assemblies is 
limited to replacement of defective 
cable assembly.   
 
 
 

 
Weld Head Assembly 
 
The weld head assembly maintenance should in-
clude periodic inspections for worn parts.  Further 
maintenance includes removing excess dust, weld 
slag, soot, etc., from the assembly.  If any connect-
ors or parts are damaged during the inspection op-
eration, the defective parts should be replaced as 
soon as practical.   
 
 
 
 
 

Repair of the weld head assembly 
is limited to the replacement of de-
fective parts, as well as adjustment 
of the weld head assembly’s mov-
ing parts to remove play between 
wheels and rails, bushing, rack and 
pinions or axial play between the 
slides.   

 
For more detailed maintenance procedures of the 
weld head assembly, please review the weld head 
manual. 
 
Preventative Maintenance Schedule   
 
The following schedule is provided to assist in per-
forming timely system maintenance to maintain op-
timum performance. 
 
More stringent maintenance requirements may be 
required depending on the work being performed 
and the requirements of the customer for whom the 
work is performed. 
 
Monthly Maintenance 
 
Weld Head Assemblies 
 
Proper Function 
There should be no play in the weld head assem-
bly.  Cable connectors and strain reliefs should be 
tight and properly seated in their mating recepta-
cles. 
 
Clean slag, dirt and spatter from weld head assem-
bly. 
 
Verify that the weld head assembly functions 
properly in all aspects. 
 
For maintenance of the weld head assembly, 
please review the weld head manual. 
 
Quarterly Maintenance 
 
Cables 
 
Check for proper installation. 
 
All cables should be connected tightly to the re-
spective receptacles.  Be sure that the cables do 
not have sharp bends and the insulation is not 
frayed or cracked. 
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Semi Annual Maintenance 
 
Control Unit Assembly 
 
Be sure the control unit is turned off and unplugged.  
Using clean, dry air, blow out dust from the inside of 
the control unit. 
 
Be sure all connections in the control unit are seat-
ed firmly in their receptacles and reconnect the 
power cord.  Turn power on and check for proper 
operation. 
 
Calibration 
 
Calibration of the controller is required for motor 
control, amperage, voltage, and display accuracy.  
The amperage, voltage, and display calibration is 
done at the factory and should not need re-
calibrating.  The following steps listed for these ad-
justments are provided to check the calibration and 
re-calibrate, if needed. 
 
Software calibration is required when a weld head 
is changed from one weld head to another or when 
set by customer requirements for their particular 
applications. 
 
Calibration is required when changing from one 
weld head to another because motors have differ-
ent characteristics and performance even within the 
same motor type and manufacturer. 
 
The calibration process consists of two steps; 
Hardware Calibration and Software Calibration.  
Hardware calibration is done at the factory and en-
sures the motor control circuitry is performing 
properly.  Software calibration is required to ensure 
the control unit commands correct motor speeds 
and displays these speeds accurately on the 
screens. 
 
When changing weld heads it is only necessary to 
run a software calibration on the control unit, since 
the hardware was performing correctly with the pre-
vious weld head.   
 
 
SOFTWARE CALIBRATION 
  
The Software Calibration is vital to the operation of 
the APEX 2100.  By performing the calibration of 
the software, the travel speed, wire feed speed, and 
oscillation speeds are set at the correct operating 
parameters allowing for better control of the weld. 
 

Setup 
 
Wire 1 (and Wire 2 if installed) need to be set to 
Forward in the Weld Jog Screen.  See Operations 
section for details.   
 
Set torch height to allow free movement as well as 
plenty of space to cut the wire for Wire Speed Cali-
bration.   
 
CALIBRATION SCREEN  

 
Oscillation Calibration is performed in 
the factory and is only required to be 
re-done after significant weight or 
motor changes. 
 

 
 
 
The calibration screen is accessed by pressing the 
Program Navigation Button, and selecting the Cali-
brate Selection Button.  This screen has two op-
tions: OSC Check and Speed CAL. 
 
OSC Check and Speed CAL can be done with the 
tractor in any position on the work surface.  Be sure 
to allow 6 to 8 inches from the center point in each 
direction for measurements. 
 
Oscillator (OSC)  Check 
The Oscillator check measures the voltage neces-
sary for oscillator to travel a specific length.  This 
procedure will automatically populate the Oscillator 
Speed Value and determine the length (Length 1) 
necessary for Oscillation Speed Calibration. 
 
Speed CAL 
This screen allows the operator to set the calibra-
tion speeds for all the software calibrations.  All 
speeds should be set to the minimum speeds that 
will still allow movement without hesitation (Refer to 
Table 1 – Minimum Speed Values). 
 
 
Minimum Speed Values 
Recommended Starting Point  Actual Value 

Oscillator Speed 250  

Travel Forward Speed 2.3  

Travel Reverse Speed 2.3  

Wire 1 Speed 007  

Wire 2 Speed 007  

TABLE 1 – MINIMUM SPEED VALUES 
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Verify that these speeds are correct 
by entering in vales from Table 1 
Recommended Starting Point and 
decreasing speed until movement 
begins to hesitate, then increasing 
speed until hesitation stops and 
movement is smooth.  Enter new 
value into Table 1 Actual Value 
column if significantly different.    
 

 
Oscillator Check Screen 
 
From the Calibration Screen press the Osc Check 
Selection button.  This will bring up to the Osc 
Check Screen.   
 
 
1)   Enter in the following Values: 
  
 Center    0 
 Excursion Width 500 
 Excursion Speed 500 
 In Dwell   1 Sec 
 Out Dwell  1 Sec 
 
2)   Press the On/Off selection Button.  The Weld 
Head should begin to oscillate the full width. 
 
3)   While the Weld Head is Oscillating highlight the 
Excursion speed. 
 
4)   Reduce Excursion Speed until head stops mov-
ing or the speed reaches 250.  If movement stops 
increase speed until uninterrupted movement re-
sumes. 

 
Verify in both directions of movement. 
 
 
 
 

 
5)   Record Excursion Speed Value in Table 1.  This 
value will be used to determine the minimum speed 
of the Weld Head.   
 
6)   Measure the actual oscillation distance the weld 
head travels from extreme in, to extreme out.  Rec-
ord this value for Oscillation Speed Calibration 
Length 1 Value.   
 
 
Speed Calibration Screen 
 
1)   Set the Oscillation Speed to the appropriate 
value from Table 1.   

 
2)   Press the Set Min Speed Selection button.  This 
brings up the calibration screen.  
 
3)   Enter the recorded length from Osc Check pro-
cedure into Length 1.  This sets the distance of the 
travel and measures the time it takes to move that 
distance allowing the processors to calculate the 
voltage need for the motor to travel at the speed 
needed for each distance under the 1 inch meas-
urement. 
 
4)   Press RUN CAL Selection Button to start the 
calibration cycle.  
 
An indicator will appear at the bottom of the screen 
as the calibration program is running.  When the 
indicator vanishes the Calibration cycle has been 
completed for the oscillation.  Complete Calibration 
takes approximately 10 minutes. 
 
5)   Select the Save Selection button to save the 
parameters to memory. 
 
 
Travel Calibration 

 
The Travel Speed sets both the for-
ward and reverse movements of the 
tractor. 
 
 

 
 
1)   Using the down arrow, highlight the Travel For-
ward Speed. 
 
2)   Enter the appropriate value from Table 1.  The 
head should move without hesitation, if not increase 
value.   
 
3)   Press the Set Min Speed Selection button to set 
the speed.  The Software will now highlight the 
Travel Reverse Speed. 
 
4)   Enter the appropriate value from Table 1.  The 
head should move without hesitation, if not increase 
value.   
 
5)   Press the Set Min Speed Selection button to set 
the speed.  This will bring up the calibration screen. 
 
6)   Press the Reset Selection button to reset all 
fields to zero. 
 
7)   If not already selected, use the Arrow Selection 
button to highlight Length 1.  
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8)   Mark the tungsten position. 
 
9)   Press the Run CAL Selection button to start the 
calibration cycle. An indicator will appear at the bot-
tom of the screen as the calibration program is run-
ning.  When the indicator vanishes the Calibration 
cycle has been completed for the Length.  
 
10)  Measure the distance traveled and mark the 
tungsten position so that the next length can be 
measured.  
 
11)  Enter the measurement into the selected 
Length. 
 
12)  Use the Arrow Selection button to highlight the 
next Length.   
 
13)  Repeat Steps 8 - 11 for Length 2 through 8. 
 
14)  Press the Save Selection button to save the 
parameters to the memory. 
 
 
Wire Calibration 
 
Wire 1 
 
1)   Using the down arrow highlight the Wire 1 
Speed.   
 
2)   Enter the appropriate value from Table 1 using 
the Encoder.  The wire should move without hesita-
tion, if not increase the value.   
 
3)   Press the Set Min Speed Selection button to set 
the speed.  This will bring up the Calibration 
Screen.   
 
4)   Press the Reset Selection button to reset all 
fields to zero. 
 
5)   Cut the wire at the tip of the wire feeder. 
 
6)   Using the Arrow Selection Button highlight 
Length 1. 
 
7)   Press Run CAL Selection Button to start the 
calibration cycle.  An indicator will appear at the 
bottom of the screen as the calibration program is 
running.  When the indicator vanishes then the Cal-
ibration cycle has been completed for the Length.  
 
8)   Measure the wire fed and enter the measure-
ment into the selected Length. 
 

9)   Cut the wire so that the next length can be 
measured. 
 
10)  Use the Arrow Selection button to highlight the 
next Length. 
 
11)  Repeat steps 7 through 10 for Lengths 2 – 4. 
 
12)  Press the Save Selection button to save the 
parameters to the memory. 
 
 
Wire 2 
 
Follow steps 1 through 12 from Wire 1 calibration 
instructions. In Step 1 choose Wire 2 Speed. 
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FIGURE 49 – APEX 2100 WIRING DIAGRAM 
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